As we reported before, with a US Navy as the theme of the "BRIAN ANDERSON" series, BLAZER SB series which today brings the details of the plan, with blue and yellow tone color, dark blue suede shoes for production, and the highlight is the bright yellow NIKE LOGO embroidery, thick feeling the stereo sense, and a bright yellow insole with naval badge design style design, make the overall sense of shoes is more complete, more AirR on the insole is the main elements of NIKE, SB series design.

Michael Lau’s Gardener 10th 10th Anniversary Memorial Exhibition opened in Hongkong yesterday, and the pink edition is also on sale. This Michael Lau and Nike fourth of the joint work, besides can see more exquisite material features and characteristics of shoes, along with only a 12 inch height 10th anniversary commemorative doll. The color of the doll will be randomly selected from purple, red, orange, green, yellow, yellow, blue, pink and grey, enclosed in a dust bag and attached to a new member of the Nike SB shoe series.

Links: cheap jordans for sale, jordans retro 13, cheap foamposites, cheap jordan 12, Canada Goose sale, Retro jordans for sale, Cheap foamposites for sale, Cheap air jordans for sale, Cheap foamposites for sale, Cheap jordans 11s, Retro jordans for sale, jordans for sale, Cheap foamposites